
                                                             English 

                                                            Class IV 

                                                             Lesson-3 

                                               Subject-Verb Agreement 

Subject-verb agreement means that the subject and the verb in a sentence must 

agree in number. 

Rules of subject-verb agreement: 

1 A singular subject takes a singular verb and a plural subject takes a plural 

verb. 

For eg: Dogs bark.  

2. When the subject of a sentence is composed of two or more nouns or 

pronouns , we use a plural verb. 

For eg. Monu and Sonu are at the mall . 

3. When two or more singular nouns and pronouns are joined by or we use a 

singular verb.  

For eg: The man or his son is at home. 

4. When two or more nouns or pronouns are joined by or , the verb will agree 

with the subject and not with the noun in the phrase. 

For eg. The tourists or the guide goes first.  

5. If a  phrase comes between the subject and the verb, the verb agrees with the 

subject and not with the noun in phrase. 

For eg. Sonu , and not his friends, is to blame. 

6. Words like each, neither, everyone, everybody takes a singular verb. 

For eg. Either is correct.  

7. In sentences beginning with there is or there are , the subject follow the verb, 

so the subject agrees with the verb. 

For eg. There is a boat in the river. 

8. Collective nouns such as family, group are considered singular and take 

singular verb. 

For eg: My family is in Paris. 



 

Exercises: 

A] Match the column and form correct sentences: 

          Column  A                                             Column B 

   1. The alien                                         travels in the spaceship. 

   2. The captain and his team                were on the field. 

   3. The cows in the meadows                belong to the farmer. 

   4. The flowers                                       smell lovely. 

   5. The lights                                           in the hall are colourful. 

   6. Doctors                                               treat patients. 

   7. The people                                          are singing and dancing on the stage. 

   8.  The chef                                            cooks tasty dishes. 

   9. The girls                                             are angry. 

 10. The actor                                            has done many roles. 

 11. My sisters                                          help me in my studies. 

 12. My brother                                         is flying a kite. 

 13. The monitor, and not the class,          was held responsible for the chaos. 

 

B] Underline the subject and state if it is singular or plural. Bold the 

correct verbs to complete the sentences. 

1. My brother talks too much. (singular) 

2. The man in the green shirt is my father.( singular) 

3. That  gentleman looks like my grandfather.(singular) 

4. Here are two apples.(plural) 

5. The athletes run well.( plural) 

6. I ride a cycle. (singular) 

7. The players practise for five hours everyday.(plural) 

8. The lady in the fur coat lives near the school.( singular) 



9. The chef and his teammates cooks dinner for many people.(singular) 

10. The boys walk around the garden. (plural) 

11. The weather appears to be pleasant.(singular) 

Homework :  Underline the subject and state if it is singular or plural 

12. The captain as well as his crew members takes good care of the guests. 

13. The boy dances to music everyday. 

14. Each of the students is responsible for the books they borrow from the 

library. 

15. Somebody has left his wallet in the washroom. 

16. Neither of the two pens is working. 

17. The crew is preparing to land. 

18. Each of these chaats is tasty. 

19. Ankur, and not his brothers is learning karate. 

20. Salim and Toshi wants to go for bungee jumping.  

 

C] Rewrite these sentences by changing the number – singular or plural- of 

the subject and the verb. 

1. They come over for a chat almost every evening. 

    She comes over for a chat almost every evening. 

2. The teachers host a party for all students every Children’s day. 

    The teacher hosts a party for all students every Children’s day. 

3. Children require at least an hour of play daily. 

    A child requires at least an hour of play daily. 

4. Students need to study hard throughout the year instead of just before the 

exams. 

 A student needs to study hard throughout the year instead of just before the 

exams. 

Homework:  

5. Repeated cyclones have led to a lot of destruction in Odisha. 



A cyclone------------------------------------------------------ 

6. Parents need to spend quality time with their kids. 

A parent -------------------------------------------  


